Movie Star Quiz Answers
easy/kids star wars trivia questions - wordpress - easy/kids star wars trivia questions what is the name
of han solo’s ship? answer: millennium falcon ... general star wars trivia quiz what were the last words spoken
in the empire strikes back? ... which star wars movie was the first to be shot entirely with high-definition
cameras, without using traditional ... star wars trivia - free printable - star wars trivia name _____ correct
answers _____ 1.what vehicles did the empire use in its assault on the rebels’ hoth base? a. snowspeeders b.
tie fighters c. at-ats d. tie bombers 2.which one of these bounty hunters was a droid? a. boba fett b. ig-88 c.
jango fett d. bossk free multiple choice printable movie quiz - cfkcdn - free multiple choice printable
movie quiz 1. what animated feature film was chosen as a 2009 golden globe winner? a. "bolt" b. "kung fu
panda" c. "wall-e" 2. which movie did tom hanks not star in? a. "apollo 13" b. "forest gump" c. "groundhog day"
3. what sport is prominent in the movie "miracle?" a. basketball b. hockey c. football 4. life cycle of stars
quiz date: name - brainpop - life cycle of stars quiz 1. which term best describes a stellar nursery? a. a
flaming ball of gas b. a cloud of gas and dust c. a cloud of thousands of small, young stars d. a star system
with planets and moons 2. in the movie, tim refers to baby stars as "protostars." what can you infer about the
prefix "proto-?" a. it means "last" or "after" b. printable 50's trivia questions and answers - wordpress printable 50's trivia questions and answers thousands of quizzes and quiz questions and answers about 1950s
nostalgia. quiz! oh, and if you would like to know more about the '50s, drop me a note! a set of free printable
beatles trivia questions and answers - edition #1. questions and answers pdf 50s trivia questions and answers
printable gk ... kids movie trivia game - moms & munchkins - kids movie trivia game . name the 7 dwarfs
in snow white what is the name of the main red car in the movie cars? what’s the name of the famous big red
dog? what type of fish is nemo? what is the name of shrek’s princess? what is the name of the piggy bank in
toy story? what is the little mermaid’s name? what is the wood-carvers name in ... disney movie trivia
questions and answers - the 1993 disney film has become a cult classic around halloween. the movie stars
bette midler, sarah jessica parker, and kathy najimy. it also launched the career of sean murray a.k.a. timothy
mcgee of ncis fame. he played the young thackery binx and was nominated for the young artist award for best
youth actor leading role in a motion picture ... marvel trivia questions and answers printable - marvel
trivia questions and answers printable ... lea thompson and tim robbins star in what movie which was the first
movie adapted from a marvel comic series? howard the duck comic book movie quiz answers contain
mountain. this quiz is hardest selena quiz youll ever take tagged:marvel, quiz 2 review - pchs icm - quiz 2
review name_____ date_____ period____ ©t s2l0b1i6o fkguztxae cseogfktwwratrged rlrluck.j m uadlzls
crwitgbhjtgsq draeisleir[v_eldr. ... a crowd gathers around a movie star, forming a circle. the area taken up by
the crowd increases at a rate of 36p ft²/sec. how fast is the radius of the crowd increasing when the bill nye
the science guy biodiversity - gvlibraries - give students a quiz to take independently or as a class. seven
to ten quiz items are aligned with the national science education standards. the items are in multiple-choice or
true-false format. each wrong answer links to a standards-aligned video clip. at the end of the quiz, a scoring
function reveals the number of correct initial answers.
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